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ABSTRACT

WI don't wages adjust to clear the labor market? Why can'p all

workers who are willing to work.at the going wages for their skills find

a job? A new explanation for involuntary unemployment has been,provided

recently by implicit contract theory, which shows that despite perfect

market indeed because of them--vases will nbt vary -over the business'
4 .

cYtle.. The contracts discussed in the current literature do not, however,

capture many of the salient characteristics of real work employment. The

performance 6f'mariCets for empltlyent depends on the opportunities they

offer'for contracting across. time and states of the world: Real world.

markets, we argue here, operate somewhere between the two extremes of no

contracting and perfect contracting--i.e., between the polar cases of spot

markets and perfect contingent claims markets. That is, employment relation-

ships usually represent second-best contracts.
/ %.

Building on implicit contract theory, our formulation takes as its

r C

central elements the observed characteristics of labor markets. We.assume

that. the labor force is heterogeneous and mobile, and that there are many

types,of firms. The latter assumptipn is required if, as is observed,

-workers are to-switch employers as business,condktipris change. Th

overall condition of the economy is uncertain; as are the employm&t

,-'
opportunities of a worker and the state of any firm.' A critical impedi-

ment to labor contracting is that theeconamic health o? the -firm may

not be verifiable in a manner that can be made the basis fqemploymeilt-
..,

/ ,

relationships. A moral hazard problem thusarisee; severance pay
. .

effectively overcomes it.

4
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a
Workers cannot fully commit themselves to firms, because indenturing.,

A

is not acceptable in our society. Seniority privileges, pension and

"*.

retirement benefits, and a wage stream that rises faster" than productivity
4

(as many do) represent a form of-"surety bo 4. binding-'workes to firms.
<

Such binding enables firms, 'in turn, to pr ide employment contracts that

spread risk for workers across good i s and bad. Thus, we find that

prominent labor market institutions p]ay important roles in facilitating

employment contracts.

We develop 4en.testable propositions from our model, and outline six

types of involuntary unemployment--four repressing market failures--

that flow from it.

r
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Involuntary Unemployment Reconsidered! Second-Best
Contracting With .Heterogeneous Firma and Workers

INTRODUCTION

Involuntary unepployment.arises when individuals who would be willing

to work at the going wage for, workers with their skills are Unable to find

employment,at that wage, That is, the labor market. does riot clear. Down-

ward stickiness in the price of labor is usually held responsible for this

condition. Such stickiness has been attriblited.to (1) employed workei-L--,

efforts to defend wage diffefenti4s (Keynes, 1936), (2) fair play and the

fulfillment of social norms, (3),the minimum wage, unemploytent insurance,

and their by-products, (4) collective bargaining between unions and firms

(Solow and McDonal#, forthcoming), and (5) implicit contract mechalisms 1

A

that.allow firms to Provide'nsurance to more risk-averse workers by

leveling.their wages over the collection of states--that is, the different

conditidhs--in which they are employed.2

Implicit contract models (described below), by higtlightipg fhe.iype.

of long-arm employment'relationships we ofterve most. commonly in theredl

world, represent a sighificant advance ever the conceptions of employment

as a series of independent transactir's on spot markets, which Implies
.

.

that therc no contracting overtime. Most formulation\of the model
4

to date, hoWever.fail"to takawount of the factors that make it difficult

to enforce wage and employment contrasts across states of the world. Such

limitariona lead to. market failures; that are a source of involuntary
, 0 k

,

.

unemployNnent. Moreover, these limihtationi create a need for labor market

- j
I

t

e
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institutions that enhance contracting possibilities. The truth about

employment, we would argue, lies somewhere between the two extremes of

1
no contracting and perfect contracting across timh and states of the world,

i.e., between the polar cases of spot tnarkets and perfect contingent cla/ts

markets. Employment relationships thus represent "second-best contracting."

Recognition of-this truth should help' build employment contract models that

deepen our understanding of why labor markets do not clear.-
s

We attempt to develop a theory that recognizes several real-worl4

circumstances ignored in the traditional implicit contract model:' (a)

'institutional characteristics of the labor market),severance pay, pension

and retirement benefits,.and a rising lifetime income path for employment

within a single firm -- enhance contracting possibilities by creating

additional possibilities for commitments and reduce or eliminate the agency

problem; (b) workers are heterogeneous; they vary both in their preferences

and in their Troductivities across different firms; (c) firms are hetero-

geneous; in particular they vary in the way theimarginal productivityof

their labor is affected by the.business cycle.

In addition'to providing hew explanations of involuntary employment

and -61e downward stickiness of wages, a theory of second-best contracting

that builds on the implicit contract model can suggest a'series of,intuitive,

4

empirically testable propositions. Given thd specificity of these propositions,

they are also capable of being.disproved.. Thus they'permit more strenuoug

teats of the implicit cOntractNponcept than does the traditional version

of the theory,, which was developed primarily to explain the already well-

known pherlomenon of downward wage stickiness.

At
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Because we would like these ideas to reach a-broad audience, our
s

analysis is more in words than symbols. In future studies, we hope that

we and others will provide -more rigorous-presentations as -well, as develop

empirical assessments of our hypotheses and other hypotheses that flOw

from th' formulation.

(")

THE IMPLICIT CONTRACT MODEL OF LABOR MARKETS

1

The standard approach to implicit contract theory assi3mes that a/

'single type of worker who is risk-averse is hired by a single firm that

is risk-neutral, andthat the worker if laid off has one alternative-- ,

or as we term it, one fallback opportunitywhich is usually unemployment

(and its associated benefits). The firi pays the worker both when employed

and when laid off (through unemp1,656ent insurance). Tht hope`would be
.

that, an employment contract,could be drawn that would insure the worker
s

against the risks associated with chanking employment and business..

conditions, yet always place the worker in employment where the value of

his product is greatest.

i"
uncertainty about the state of the world. The worker must consume/his

6.
..,

whole wage in a period.
3

There are either fixed costs of zetting to
/

work, institutionally fixed workweeks, or increasing returns toleisure,

all of which imply indivisibilities,it th' upply of labor. Defi

To simplify our presentation, we shall generally use a one-period

toormulatlyn, where at the time the labor contract is drawn there is

'

a

4
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In order to attract'any.workers, the firm-16ust provide its employees

W
e as salary when employed,

W
u

as salaty when unemployed,

1 as labor, when employed

0 'when unemployed, and

U(W,t) as worker's utility.

e

with an expeCted utility of at least U, a level that is determined in the
di

competitive market.../To maximize..a worker's utility for a given expected

wage b111,.and thereby minimizing the cost of generating U, a firm offers

a constant salary of W
e 'the states in which the worker is employed

'5

and W
u
when he is unemploy . chieve efficiency, the salary payments

should be like an insurance contract.' Thus, the laborer's.marginal utility

of income should be the saMe.when he` is employed as when he isbunemployed.

au(W ,I) au(w
u
,o)

aw DW

Say the worker's utility function is of the fdrm U(W,t) =-V(W + at),

where a is the implicit dollar price of work effort. Then, the optimal

contract would have W
e
= Wu + at. Workers would be unemployed only if

the valueof their output is less tharkheir disutility of work. This

unemployment is not involuntaryln the economist's sense, because only

workers' who cannot produce output of sufficient value to compensate for

their disutility of labor would chooseto be unemployed. Moreover, workers

are indifferent toward working at We or taking leisure at Wu.

Io

4.
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By contrast, if the income and leisure agents of the utility

function-are separable and additive, the optimal contract would 'have the

'wage when unemployed equal po that of the wage when employed.

Critique of the Standard Model

`Thestandard model of implicit contracts'has been criticized on a
I

variety of grounds; three seem central.

First, the model dOed not appea'r to describe the qdalitative aspects

of many important labor markets in which involuntary unemployment is-a'

I .

problem. Although it does assign a role to` identifiable institutions,

such as unions or the reputations of firms, which provide some of the

elements needed for a contracting mechanism,
5
many of the central tenets

of implicit contract theory would be'almost unrecognizable to thoie
ow

who should be most concerned, namely workers and fiiMs.
6

For example the

theory assumes that workers and firms draw lifer e employment contralcts,

lc
ip.yet labo mobility among firms is a key feat re of most.modern economies.

7

The stan ardmodel al assumes, existence of.contracting possibilities

that are not readily available. In the real world, a worker's difficulty

in discerling the general state of the economy, the specific Condition

of his employer's firm, and even his own ability creates an "agency problem,"

if we regard the firm as the agent for the worker. When the value of an

employee tg the firm is leiS than his wage, the firm will have the incentive

to fire him; to get around a contractual obligation, it might distort
I

information and say that the value of labor to the firm was lower than

it truly was.
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Moreover, contrary to the assumptions of,ythe standard model, real-,

world labor forces are highlyvariedC different workers are laid off at

different Eimes, others switch eo new occupations. .Recognizin this

heterogeneity, publicApolicytoward employment often attempt to change

t

the Characteristics of frequently unemployed workers to make tem More

;t,'

like others.

The heterogeneity of firms is a further salient but underrecognized

.

aspect.of markets fOr employment. Firms may differ in their sensitivity
-4.

to the business cycle and in the relative productivitiAs ofdifferent types

of labor. -Even if worke4S-Wele homogeneous, heterogeneity among firms

.

would lead to a major-departusi from the tilditional implicit contract

Teary: Across different stages of the business ,cycle, workers stould be --
J 1
-i.e., with optimal contracting would choose to be-7employedat different

-firms.

Second, thetstandard model provides only a limited explanation of

"involuntary" unemployment. (The notable exception is Grbssmanand Hart,

1981; see footnote 13.) We shall deicribe several different types of

involuntary unemployment that arise under our formulations. Some represent
. -

the true market imperfections that economists requireto consider the

condition involuntary. Other definitions are less restrictive and merely

el

capture %hat the public or unemployed workers might mean by involuntary

unemployment.

Third, the standard theory has'not been verified by'reterence to (

.
\

empiric Aly testable propopitioris. Since there may be many possible \

$ \
,

I4
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... ways to explain illifoluotefy deemployhent, we thouldmseek more refined and
, .,,, ... ...

,
t

subtle propositions that might enable Its to.dltstinguish among altefnitive
. . - .

.

?
_

f
.

theories. In this paper we identrfy Xentestatde propositions, and we
t

, ,
4 ,..,

.

model

.;.

compare the predictions of
.
our model with the predictiOns derived frail

'

.

* , 8

e i
e. 6 .models that have (1) only spot markets fbE labor,' and (2) perfect contingent

* .

.
,

claims markets for emplJiMent.

CONTRACTING- GIVEN RE'rEROGENEITY OF WRKERS AND FIRMS
48 ,

}
A

We start by expanding thestandard model to i clude,a heirogeneous.

!Ihbo force that has deployment opportd6ities'among a range of firms.

- .
In t e earlier, models, firms wee constrained to offet workers contracts

yielding an expected utility of at least/D. The level.0 was determined by
-

7
the competitive assumption of zero Vtofits. With a heterogeneous supply

of wqykers, ea0 employee might reach a. different level of ttility,With
;'

each firm. In a world of perfect contraciting, risk-neutialmfirms will

#in effect let their employees desigq their "own optimal contractis.subject.
t .

.
. ---\ .

to a zero expected p.rofit constraint fdr that type of worker: A f
%

irm that t
. .

.

did not follow this policy would los,p all its workers toa amPetitor who

e
could offer them a higher utility without losing any profits.8

1

Implicit contract mode4 tradktionlaitly assume that, workers full, flrms ,,\
.

draw up contracts that commit them'to.a.lifetige employm,ent,relaeionship

even covering periods of unemployment. It is not possibleto

explain labor mobility or even transitional unemployment within such a

1P6

(

t,

I
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model. Worker hiterogsneity dose not provide an explanation
?

at best it'
..,---". - i

.
. A i .4

would generate-differintjayoff experiences. Once we allow for heterogeieity

of,firms, howeVer, labor mobility becomes not only explainable, but essential

to achieveafficient outcomes. If firms are heterogeneous, the firm at

which the value of a workers product'is 'highest will depend on the state
R.

of the world. '
_

-
We shall refei to the V"alue of* worker's product at a iii-m in a

?)

partieular state as his "value added." _Value added is ccagited by multi-

plying the worker's physical productivity times the unit value of the
iii

output, he produces. A priori, it is not possible to say which of these

two elementd produces greater variability in a worker's value added.

The physical psoduct of construction workers varies,-mith the weather.
*.

ThevalUe added gf an auto worker, by contrast, islikely to depend pre-

I, dominantly on the strength of demand for the car he produces.'
(-e

..If firms are differentialh affected *business conditions or

seasonalities, we might expect that some-zsay auto manufaoturers or

c onstruction firms--ould use layoffs regularly, ()Oilers hardly at all. (

AL dPSome activities, such as own -heme.rdpair, will pick up considerable
,

°numberi of workers in Poor times. In the'analys,is below, we shall be

particularly interested in the process of reallocating workers-among,

firms across variations in business conditions.. How successful this

4.

Aseallocation process turns out to be will depend on the characteristic4

of the labor market.

Most microeconomic analyses of labor markets fall into one of two

polar cases: (1) spot, markets that clear on a period-by-period basis,

1

Am&

sr,



Table 1.. Our'AsalysiS of LaborrMarkets

''

,4*

red 'to the Two Polar Models

0

Elemin
- in the Aniksis

Polar Model 1:
Spot Markets Only

Our Approach:.

Second-Best Contracting

Polar Model 2:
Perfect Cbatingent

Claims Markets

Characteristics
. of Maikets,

/Information
Structure

Locus of
Emplyment

. Enforcement
. .of Contracts

4

. Properties
of Outcome

New employment market
occurs in eachperiod
after information
-(e.g., business con-
ditions) becomes

liven competition
information asymmetries
not always relevant.

Workers take highest
value -added employ-
ment.

No commitment
necessary.

A
Productive efficiency;
no risk spreading.

,o
Potential for (a) contingent contracting for wages
over ollections of states, or (b) loharterm, con -
tracttnrbetween worker and firm.

.'

Infornation asymmetries possible and relevant.

In interest of risk spreading, workers may not
take highedi value-added employment.

Commithent to contract through (a) reputations- -
firms and workers; (b) severance pay - -ppid by

firms.when the dismiss workers; (c) surety bonds
(e.g., seniority and retirement benefits, wage
rising faster than productivity) sacrificed.by
workers when they lepve firm.

Sacrifices in productive efficiency accepted to
}promote risk spreading.

Workers Contract
wither number of

,firms for contingent
employment prior to
each period. Sign-up
bonuses exist.

No information
asymmetries.

Workers take highest
value-added employment.

Labor contracts
enforceable without
cost.

Productive efficiency;
perfect risk spreading.

1°4

4P
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and (2) perfect contingent - c laims malliets for employment. Our analysis

addresses the class of osomewhat.clot!dier situations where workers and firms

cap contract with. each other eixharcover continuous blocks of employment

or before business conditinns-become Sown. However, such contracting is
. .

. hampered in several ways; by,imperfect commiteent mechanisms, by,the lack

of bonus arrangements in signing employment contracts, and because workers

and firms may not,have the sameinformation. Table 1 compares our approach

withits two po lar tbunterparte.

The traditional implicit c
,,

dntractTJormulation employs a perfect
/ .

contingent Claims market. Where there is a single fallback opportunity,

the sign-up bonus is paid as unemployment insurance if unemployed, or if
*

emplwed, as m component of the wage.

Im our models, unless stAii,...Clearly:tolthe contrary, we make the

following-agumptions:
4

1. Firms know the state,onatuee; workers may or may not know the

firm's economic condition.

2. Althoughex ante-contracting may be feasible, no bonuses or

penalties can be paid before a-worker comes to a firm:

3. The worker's margiftal utility function for money is state-

, 94 .

independent.

In Sur formulation, films,contract with workers over'a set ofv-ttetesy

The wage they offer depends on t:,00\, the identity of the worker and the

states\kovered. (Thus the Y ot,implicit contract theory would have a

value depending on two inaics.) We further define:

a

f

0'
j
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...

W
ij

(s) as the value,added Of a type i Idorker at firm j. in state s,
. ,

s
P as the probability of state s.

.

sij '-as the collection of states,'s, in which worker iifnds it
optimal to work for firm, j, and .

, ..

,.
u
ij

4, as sphe average (or expected) value addel of worker i when he
is wilt11 f irm j. .

Thus we have

4

ij
=

s)isW
( )1/Ls*E p 1.

ij ij . 11

Given the wage-averaging feature, optimization at the, margin may not lead

to a globally optimum solution. Although it is very difficult to solve

nonlinear programming problem for the optimal states of employment of

a worker with a tixm, s*ij, we can characterize many features of the solution.

We-fellow Akerlof and i4iya ak 's (1980) wage bill argument,in asserting

that the worker will seek a con nt wage over) the range of states in which

,

he-remains With a firm.
10

Risk averse individuals will always prefer to

recei

7
e the expecte& value of a randotyarjAble. The zero expected profit

constraint implies that worker i can command Wi while working for firm

11

. The implicit conttMechanism can provide insurance toadglkers for
4.

their varying .productivities across states of nature while empl e .at a
1-

single firm. It -does not provide insurance across firms that would allow

a worker to riceive the value of his average productivity between two firms,

or'even between inatrupted periods of employment with a single firm. The

S

1w

1
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optimization problem for workers has been somewhat simplified. Worker i 4.

chooses sL, the range tf states to worI k for firm j, and is paid Wi4
,

during
.

e J.!.

. that time. Once the heterogeneity of firms is recognized, the implicit

contract model becomes consistent with the considerable job switohing.,and
\

f

,sf

o.

9

labor mobility that we observe* in the real world. (Hall, 1981, concluded

that in the Uniir States, the average job tenure was eight years.).

An-Example of an Optimal Contract: The Base Case Model

.

Ther$ is one worker who can be employed by either of two firms. His
,

valuS added is

W11(s) = 12

W12 (s) = s,

wheri s is uniformly distributed on [0,201: That is, *he wordcs a

constant fallback wage of 12. His value added to the second firm varies

uniformly between 0 and 20. If the worker always went to the firm where

,hid product was ,higher, we would have

*
s
11

=0: s < 12)

s
12

=(s: ?s". 12)

47 12 and V71
12

= 16,
11

4

Then, 'unlor optimal c95sfact he would earn $16 when employed with the second

. .

firm and rely on his fallback opportunities to,earn $12 when his value added

to the secondLirm was ¶ess than $12./
Switching employment at $12 serves the objective of productive

efficiency, but neglects risk-spreading goals in4this second-best
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13

situa tion Where funds cannot. be transferred Jpetween employment at firm '

1 and firm 2. Optimality requires a risk-averse worker to stay with the
)

,

second firm even below the point at which he could earn $12 with the
,

first firm. This would allow him a greater,oppoiltunity to average hiS'

income. Let the switching point between firms 1,and 2 be X. Then'a

worker would maximize as follows: S:

I
r

X XEU - U(12) + (1 -
20

'20

2

+ X
),"10

His
r
first-orler condition is

20 + X
= [U(12) -

2.0 + X X
)2 .-= O.)U'20

U(
2

)] + (1 -
20

) (

2

At X = 12, EtJ/FX < 0 if U is concave. Productive efficacy is sacrificed

so ass to spread risk across as,wide.a set of states da'S pOssible. When the

utility function is logarithmic,.fqr example, the optimaX switching point

is at X = 11:60:
4'

Normally, ate think that implicit contracts decrease labor mobility.

This intuition can be mrsleading, as evidenced by our ample. With spot

markets, a.worker a.t the second film. has only a .4,change of staying, while

an employee of the first firm remains with probability .6 (s < 12). Under

an implicit contract, the worker wjill stay at the second firm until his

value added there is Less than 11.60, f, his chan'F.e of moving is .42. The

expected transition probability - 2 x .42 x .58 .49, which is now slightly

higher than it was with'spot markets: there is greater mobility of labors.

This increased mobility helps spread risk, but is inefficient from the

standpoint of production.
)".

1 LI
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IMPEDIMENTS TO CONTRACT #
,

14

.The refined contracting model we have outlined still,does not

40
capiuredmanAlipportant features of the way labor markets actually work.

'TheqmpIicitcontract formulation it employs assumes that the
4

on(the hasis
,

Of which contracts are drawn, namely the state Of nature,

1.s rblicly'availableto-both carers and firil. It requires' as well
t

\

, .. .

) ,
1

that firms and workers be able toassett each other that they will stand

information

by their .commitments Neither of theseassumptions'is art.mys satisfied'

in piactfce.

Continuous BlocksofEmploxment

The contracts we Kaye thus far considered permit workers .to draw,

IL
contracts with'ffrms before they,are employed and the state of nature is

"known. A more )ealistfc framework would permit contracting only with a
c

worker's present employer, Aait.ing at firm II (where the wortipr is always

worth 124, there are two a6antages in switc g to firm 2 (4i2(s) = s).

First, he will then be able to contract for uture periods with firm 2.
. 4

Second,ipis surplus (or deficit) wage in the- ransition period car be

averaged over the icpected lifetime of the contract. These two classes

of benefits must be balanced against the worker's lower output value

Ohel s < 12.

A worker who enters firm,2 when worth s and contracts to stay'at

firm 2 provided future states, s > x(s), has an expectd employment span

with the firm of

worth on- average,

20 periods.. During tnat time he is paid what he is
x(s)

411
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C(s) =
x(s) 20.4- x(s),,

20 s 11 [20 2

The optimal state in which to exit from firm 2, x(s), willAn general.

depend on the entry state, s. rn Appendix 2 we prove fiKst that'x'(s) I 0,

0

the greater the workers productivity when he enters firm( i';:theNriater

the span of states over fdhich'he will remain 41th firm 2; and second that

at the smaflest salary at which it is still optimal to remain.with firm

1\ k)."
2, denoted s, the exit state will equal the entry state -if s = s. For

the paraieters defined there, the optimal switching strategy is shown in

Figure 1. When the first period is not obscured by "the veil of ignorance,"

the cdntracts negotiated between workers and firma depend on the worker's

value to the firm when he is hired.

Firm- Specific Information Not Shared with Wol-kers

When workers are unable to monitor fully the state of nature, moral

hazard produces a major difficulty in the implicit contract formulation.

Perhaps workers can judge the overall well-being of-the economy or of-.

II t2
,industries, but 'it is much more difficult measure the well-being of

particular firms. Becopruse a worker's salary at a'firm is the average

ov states of nature of hig value addVliph that firm, there will be

4e state(s) in whith hia-value added is less than his wage. in such.

states, a firm d have an incentive to tell the worker that the curfent
.* ,

state ofinature is not s
ij

, i.e., s As below f(s) in the model just

considered, and that he should seek a rnative eloymept. 12
Since a

worker could not expect to be employbd_if his salary exceeds is value
/

r
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Figure 1. Optimal Switching Strategy
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added,'the process will tend to unravel from the bottom
13

and all labor

will be hired in spot markets.

W6rkers would like to design,a contract that gives firms incentives

togkeep employees even when their exceeds their value added,
14

thereby

allowing for some useful risk spreading. The solutiorCto this moral

hazard problem -is to' make the firm give the laid-off worker a lump sum

financial payment, the quid pro being a sacrifice in salary when emploed.
15

Severance pay. We shall refer to such lump-sum payment as severance

pay, recognizing that such payment could be made through a range of insti-

tutional structures. Severance'pa> paid only if a firm chooses to fire
!

one of its workers, not if the worker leaves for other employment or any

other rea ,son. We return to the simpler framework of the Base Case Model

to show how severance pay operates.

Even if contract enforcement were not a problem, say because information

flowed fully and freely, severance pay would be worthwhile solely as a risk-

spreading mechanism. In the Base Case Model, rather than receiving a wage

of $16 for 40 percent/ of the time and $12 the other 60 percent, the

worker would be able to receive $1.3.60 all Of the time. The worker would

simply new:4421e* contract with firm 2 to work there at a wage of $13.60

whenever s > 12, and t8 receive severance pay of $1.60 when'he was laid
-

off, i.e., s < 12.

Salary in period if employed at
firm 2

$13.60

Total renumeration in period if $12 + 1.60 $13.60
laid off

2.1

s > 12

sr< 12

-
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Happily, the use of this risk spreading, instrument solves the

t
imperfect contracting problem as well. itie firm will have an incentive

N
N

to behave in iicordanee with its contractual obligations. 'Although a,

worker may ern $13.60 when he is only worth $13, a firm would lose

$1.60, in severance pay by dismising him, hardly worthwhileag save

$
c 60. It would choose to employ its workers provided they are worth

at least $12 (s > 12), and thus productive efficiency is achieved.

Severance pay eliminates the emplacer's moral hazard temptgtisn,

and equalizes workers' pay across the entire range of possible states
,.-

of nature, including-ones in,which it is appropriate for the workers

to move from firm to'firm.
16

A converse information problem could arise if,workers have relevant

infortitation not available to the firm. 'Under an optimal contract, workers

would Change employers only when their earnings gain'exceeded some threshold,

but would remain at their original firm for a range of states in which-they

could 'earn somewhat more elsewhere. Presumably, workers would have an

incentive to leave for any salary gain whatsoever, assetinA falsely that

it lay above the cutoff level'.

Prohibition against Indenturing Workers

The major problem in securing 'the worker's efforts at a firm majr be

in enforcement of the contract Our society does not insgeneral permit

workers to indenture thembelves to firms, even at a positive, wage. Thus

even if information we fully shared, a serious problem arises when

4P

0

24
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times are good and workers Are earning lea

these situations, workers may -realize that

value and seek other employment. `Even if

value, other head-hunting firms would try

s than their product. In

they are affording surplus

workers do not know their own

to steal "underpaid" workers.)

'A laborer who is unable to commit himself to a firm when his product

is greater than his wage is also unable to ask for any insurance against

times when,his product is less than his wage (Azariadis, 1976; Grossman,

1978). If a worker is to average his. income over good times and bad, there ,

must be some mechanism tying the worker to the firm during periods of

(
surplus: severance pay plays'the role of committing the firm to the worker.

But it is very difficult to create an enforceable financial pen4ty to

prevent a worker who is underpaid (even if only temporarily) from quitting.

To commit themselves to a firm,yorkers must rely on more subtle

awl less effective mechanisms. A rising incyme path that is,dteeper than

accompanying gains in ptoductivity, seniority privileges, and retirement

plans can be seen as a sort of "surety bond"--a mechanism that rationally

commit§ the worker to stay with a firm even when his value exceeds his

pay.
17

This surety bond represents a worker's counterget.to severance

pay. But it is retively more important, since a worker's reputation

contains much less information than a firm's,-'And the need to maintain

a good reputation (e.g., he is not a job hopper) is not likelrto be as

powerful an inducement to honor an implicit contract to workers as it is

to firms.

The worker will only leavr if his product is enough greater than

his we to justify the loss in seniority and retirement benefits, or
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1

in the "promised" earnings in excess Of produttiVity.
18
-.Aain, the worker

must make a tradeoff between deferring more income into the later- periods

and accepting a lower mean salary early on. Depending on his risk aversion

and fallback opportunities., a worker may choose to defer only a small 014

of his earnings; in. this cafe he will hive only a limited ability to,negotiate

risk-spreading contracts.

In.our earlier example, a hypothetical worker earned $13:60'when

employed by firm 2 throughout a range of states in which his value added

fluctuated between $12 and $20. This worker would have to put aside $6.40

as a surety bond to convince t e firm that he would stay with them even

11 his product were to be as gh as $20. If'the worker voluntarily leaves

the firm he would forfeit the surety bond. Although another firm with the

same characteristics as firm 2 might offer him $19 when s = 19, he knows

that he would lose $6.40 by_quitting his $13.60 job, and he therefore

remains .19

The introduction of a surety bond lowers the worker's utility

two ways. Firdt, it disrupts his smooth salary pattern as income earned

early in his career must be put aside into retirement plans (and seniority

privileges). Second, it may be appropriate--risk aversion and efficiency'

considered-rfor a worker to switch igh.a better-paying job.
20

By doing so

he would forfeit his retirement benefits and this indirectly subsidize the

other employees.
21

These considerations may stop a worker from putting

aside funds sufiigokent, to' overcome his moral hazard probkem. Since he is

no longer willing to commit himself to a firm in all good states, he must"'

1

OP'
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algo accept layoffs in a greater number of bad states.
22

Severance pay

represents a further, difficulty, because it lowers,an employee's salary

when working. This exacerbates the need for a surety bond (seniority

priviieges,(sing income gradient,, etc.) to keep a lorker from quitting. .

It takes time to build up a fund for retirement or other seniority

privileges that can be used as a surety. bond. New entrants to the labor

fgrce and yoUng worfers especially will have difficultyin this area, which

is surely one reason for their observed high turnover rates.
23

Unfortunately,

the problem is self-reiftforcing. Firms thatIe unable to benefit from a

worker's surplus value in prosperous periods cannot afford to offer any

insurance (and severance pay) during-more diffiZrat periods.

A worker's tradeoff between salary and job security is affected not

only by skill and comparative advantage, but also by risk aversion. The

mechanists thal bind workers to firms and firms to workers are not without

cost. In this second-best-situation, workers must choose between being

tied` to s+ffi-th through large seniority benetits,

advantage of higherping, more productive jobs

variability.

and being able to take

with greater employment
ti

While committing a worker to his firm, seniority and retirement

benefits may also induce, him to wor Ina model studied by

Lazear (1979), workers do not flag in their e fort, since that would

rease their" chance of being fired and thus orfeiting their forced

g (both retirement benefits and the p eges and higher wages

that,come with seniority). Firms, of course, woufd liie to fire workers
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A

once they. are obliged to begin paying.back the worker's savings, but ,

are,prevented from doing so by the threat of union reprisals; .(They

shoulid'also be concerned about loss of reputation as a good employer.)

In our formulation, we allow the firm to retain-the value of an

employee's surety bond only ?V, the Ilorkermouits. If a firm wishes to

fire a highly tenured worker, it must pay him both the regular severance

pay; and all his earned seniority benefits. Many a lawsuit and not a

few regulatory policies have been addressed to this, class of issues.

The importance of seniority as a part of the wage contract is

confirmed by the recent empirical investigations of Medoff and Abraham

(1981),--whtch slow that Xa)Iseniority rather than merit is the
Ir
main

cr4terion for promotion even in nonunion ships, and is particularly impor-

tant in unionized ones,
24

and (b) the productivity path with seniority

Is almost flat, while the wage trajectory is rather steep, so that senior
4*

workers are.being paid more than their value added and junior workers
.

less. Seniority benef its ar rheps too great to be vieweely as
,

a f4 of surety bond.
k

.

Yet these benefits are an essential element

of many labor contracts, and are consistent with the need for a Achanism

`that ratipnally'commits a worker to farm.-
.0,

In the following section,. we conlpue an intuitive discussion,

lkg around a serl,es of testable hypotheses about optimal contracts.

AO .

The optimal oftAracts will.depend on a worker's utility function (risk

aversion), his value to the employer ('absolute adVantage), and the

25

opportunitiis on which he can fall back-(comparative advantage).

26
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The term comparative advantage is very broad in scope. It used

hereto relate what a worker earns with one firm to what he will earn at

another, W /Wi2, across different states of the world. One of the firms

may represent leisure, unemployment, or work in a secondary labor market.

For many of the testable hypotheses that follow, it is convenient to consider

the special case in which there are only two firms. As in our earlier

example, we ha one firm at which each worker'has an uncertain value,

W
i2
(s), and a second firm that offers each worker a constant' fallback

,opportunity, Wills) = W
o

The ratio of W
i2 (s)/w i0l

is the comparative

advantage of a worker of type i for firm 2 in state s relative to the

fallback state.
26

The consideration of comparativeltdvantage in determining

each worker's optimal emfloyment contract's'aoier states and firms'is of

central importance in the analysis that follows.

4
PROPOSITIONS TO TEST OUR FORMULATION

In this section we put, forward ten, propositions about how labor

markets will function under second-best contracting. These can be

tested empirically, to gauge the accuracy of our model. For comparison,

in
4

each case we note first the predictions that would flow from the two

major alternefte models. They assume that employment transactions take

place respectively in (1) spot markets, which allows for no risk spreading

across periods and states, and (2) perfect contingent claims markets,

which is the implicit-contract formulation in its pure form. An explica-

tion of the second-best contracting result follows each prediction. .

\ 20
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-Proposition A: Wages and Skill Levels

Spot Markets: Two workers equally skilled in a common job will

earn thesame amount it that job.

Contingent Claims:MArkats: A worker's salary is constant and refle

his skill averaged Over states of nature. Two workers equwlly skilled
*

in a common job41.11 earn different amounts if their skill levels-
,
. -

differ for other employment-situations.

Second-best Contracting: Two workers who are equallyrskilled in a

Ammon job will voluntarily contract'to earn different amounts at
t

that job despite,perfect competition, because of diffAcesf in

their opportunities in,other states of the world. Specifically,

the one with a higher fallback wage will have a lower comparative

advantage at the present job, will require less job security, and

will receive a, higher wage. Furticer, a worker who earns more than

another at one:firm may earn, at another firms less than the former

-coworker. 7.

This suggests mos well that other things being equal, the distribution

of workers earning high salaries will he' skewed toward those wit h high

. 1 27
fallback wages and thus a'lower comparative advantage for the pre&ent job..

We informally think 94 transition costs as lowering a worker's salary at
.. . ,

all firms other than his current employer. High transition costs (a compli- -

cation to be dealt with in future work) will cause a worker to have a higher

(-----,

...-. comparative advantage in hispresent job and thus he will seek jobs with
..

greater employment security and correspondingly.lower wages. Comparative
. -

advantage may be difficult tojneasure or observe; still, -it can provide an

31! 1
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explanation for different salaries and empltyment security among workers

who are similarky skilled in a job.

Proposition B: Layoffs and Skill Levels

Spot Markets and Contingent Claims Markets: There are no lay-offs

representing involuntary unemployment.

Second -best Contracting: The first workers laid off during b
.

1

times, i.e., when the wo ;ker's value added declines, may not be

those who are least capable at the present job.

If implicit contracts define..ihe-employment relationship, workers

with lower comparative advahtage will be the first to be dismissed. If

the greater adaptability and'flexibility of more capable workers makes

them more valuable to a diffgrent employer, ..hey may be laid off early.

When a high technology market declines (hand calculators, for instance);

it may be the more outstanding engineers who. move to new fields.
28

Similarly, if A values his leisure twice as much as B, his comparative

advantage will be lower even if his, productivity is 150 percent of B's.

A will be laid off first.

Proposition C: Wajes as Indicators of Quality

Spot Markets: Individuals who earn more than others in some states

may earn less than-these same coworkers in other states.

ContiAgent Claims Markets: Workers' wages are always in strict rant

order.

I.
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Second-best Cdntrpcting: The concept of labor quality is am zguous.

Individuals who earn more than others in some states may earn less

than these same coworkers in other states. In particular, less

risk-averse workers will have greater variability of wages.

What 'is meant by the statement: "Holly is a higher-quality worker

than Janet"? Unless W (s).is larger for Holly than for Janet, both over

all states, s,cand over all firms, j there is room for ambiguity. Even

if tflis.liery restrictive test is t, there is no presumption that the

higher-quality worker will necessarily earn more than the other.

(The Value Added of the Workers

Finn

Holly/Janet 1

i 11/10 9/8 p(s = 1) -- .5

s .. .

2 1/0 4/3.5 p(s = 2) -- .5

Holly could be sufficiently risk-averseto choose firm 2 in both ,states

while a riskZnetural Janet would work for firm 1 in s = 1 and firm 2 in

s
,

-,N Janet's average salary wouldlo,e 6.75, which is greater than 'Holly's

constant wage of 6.5. It seems very difficult to distill an intuitive

loteept of worker quality from a general model that uses, both comparative
frxi, ,e,r

, .

,
. . 1'

advantage and risk aversion to determine optimal employment contracts.

(Further complications arise'because the value added of a worker also

depends on the price of the output he produces, a variable that puts

additional noise into the system.)
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Proposition D:

4'
ilgtee of EmPlo

27

Spot M#rkets and Contingent Claims1Markets: Workers always

the Tim at which their value added is highfst.

)Second-best Contracting: Workers will not always choose to work at
a

1/4

ose

the firm where their value added is greatest. The employmept package

of another firm may be preferred b;iiuse it spans a brbader set Of

states of 4ture.

A laborer may choote to work for a particular firm even though he
\

might always be more produc ;ive elsewhere.

Value Added of Holly

Firm

A

'1 6 7 0

2 30 0- 31

,p<s - 1) .5

Pis = '2) = .5

In this example, Holly might choose to work always at firm A so as to

seam a constant salary of 18 rather than pioduce more in each state but

face a varying income of 31 or 7. ,9

Proposition E: Simultaneous Hiring and Firing

\ Spot Markets and Contingent Claims Markets: Firms are usually

treated as homogeneous. Only if_firms are heterogeneous will

firing and hiring occur in-the same job category.

. 3

ti
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Second-best Contracting: As part of the natural prOcess of the

efficient reallocation of workers'across firms in different states

of natur,, we should see both hiring and firing in the sfme job

category when conditions change downward. Conversely, when con-

,ditions improve, we should observe some workers leaving their lobs

and other pew people being hired to fill their(to move upwards)

places.

Consider 4acultyrappointmentr,in history departments. A shortage

of opportunities for historiahs will-hurt young graduates seeking their

first jobs, since more mature

few positions available The

prevail--perhaps not because

historians, but because they

scholars.iwkll also be competing for the

available mature scholars are llitely to

they are of higher quality than the young

. ,

have invested more in their academic careers

And this have a higher comparative advantage at (are more desperate for)

141%*
the professorial jobs.

Proposition F: Firm Productivfty and the BusinessCycle

Spot Markets: A firm's productivity measured in value added/wage

'will be constant over the business cycle.

4 Contingent Claims Markets: No variability in grokss wages (period

wage plus bonus) across the business cycle; hence, this productivity

imeasure will vary significantly.

Second-best Contracting: Quite apart from, any changes in the

composition of the work force, a firm's productivity measured

terms of value added/wage should fall during bad times 6d ris
o

34
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dsring good times because of the riskspreading features of optimal

.contracts. It will vary less than it would with perfect contingent

claims markets.

The Price of ou puts relative to wages will tend to fall during a

recession and many wo kers will be earning more than their value added.

Part of the negotiated wage cottract involves insuring workers against

bad times. The fact that these insurance contracts are paying off during'

recessions contributes to the significant fall in the measured ,value

added/wage.

Value Added of Holly

Firm

1 ' 30 p(s 1) .5

2 10 p(s 1 2) . .5

In this example, Holly would earn a constant wage of 20. When

conditions fall froi state 1 to 2, her value added/wage would decline

from 1.5 to .5. Were her wage adjusted, there would be no decline in

productivity measured as value added/wage.

Layoffs will mitigate or exacerbate the firm's decline in productivity

dipending on whether the workers with the smallest comparative advantage,

i.e., those laid off first, also have the lowest absolute advantage.

t Usually we gould expect both physical'productivity/worker and value

of output to be posialitly correlated with business conditions, which
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s :

Implies apt both will fail .uring .bad times, but less precipitously

than will value add er:

Proposition F': Profits and thehusiness Cycle

Spot Markets: Variations in measured profits represent only changes

in returffs to capital.

Contingent Claims Markets: Profits rise dramatically during boom_

times.

Second-bey Contracting: Measured profits will rise during boom

times, since the tendency to pay average wages will increase pro-

__
ductivity (value added/wage). They will tine less dramatically

than with perfect contingent claims markets.

This is primarily a corollary to our previous proposition, since

we observe that the largest factor affecting profits is a change in
k

productivity. Interestingly, if different industries and firms benefit

differenttially from a boom, the rise may level off or even diminish,
a

since workers will appropriately reallocate themselves to new firms,

Proposition G: [porker Reallocation Affecting Productivity.

Spot Markets and Contingent Claims Markets: Reallocation of workers

over the business cycle plays no risk-spreading function; it serves

solely to achieve maximum value added in each state.

Secodd-best Contracting: The reallocatidn of workers.will mitigate

the overall eciesomy's decline in productivity during a recession.

-Becausayof biases in measurement, the repdrted fallrin productivity

3 f;
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may be misstated. Mobility may be greater or less than wd,th each

of the alternative models.

As workers switch firms during a recession; the natural fall in

productivity.will be dampened by the fact that the workers who are laid

off First are the ones with the lowest comparative advantage. They will.

earn relatively the most- in other modes of employment, including leisure

* or underground activities.

-I\
Another. appropriate measure of productivity is

total value of output
number of workers '

whefe total value of outputs is the gum of value added for the employed

and value of leisure for the unemployed. Productivity measured in this

way may suffer from a numberof biases. Ideally, such an index would

measure the value of leisure or nonmarkttvork activities such as home

repair for a constant sample of workers. In practice, holding the sample

constant is almost impossible, and compUtations of productivity relate

solely to employed individuals. This introduces at least two biases:

(1) during.a recession, to the extent that more low-productivity workers

are forced to choose activities not metered through the market, there will

be a bias to understate .the fall in productivity; (2) if workers are

measured in, units standardized for productivity--in an attempt to deal

with bias (1)--there will be a bias to overstate productivity loss, since

the "lost workers" will be' the ones with relatively higher productivity

elsewhere.

4..



There is a potential

of the general economy as

shifts during a recession

which the productivity of

but the economy's overall

32

difficulty in capturing the new composition

the relative importance of-particular industries

. It is possible to construct an example, in

each firm rises from a shuffling of workers

productivity falls.

$7/hour

$10 /hour

$9/hour

lb

In the diagram above, each film lays off its worker with the smallest

comparative advantage and hires the worker laid off from the firm above

it.
30

After such a,shuffle) the productivity of each firm could rise:

if the newly hired worker is of greater value than the recently dismissed

worker. Yet the economy's productivity may haWe fallen. The relative

share in production Of the top (and most productive) firm has declined,

that of the leak productive firm has increased. -Unless measures of
N.-

4,4pductivity accurately compute both the change in each industry's

productivity and the new relative importance of each industry, there

will be a bias toward higher reported prdductivlties during recessions

(and lower reported productivities during booms) due to the escalator
ti

effect described above. (For a related difficulty in measuring the

consumer price index see Gordon, 1981.)
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Proposition H: Firm Layoffs Due to Relative Performance

Spot Markets and Continieet Claims Markets: With heterogendbus

firms, firm performance relative to thesconoty is important to

the labor allocation process.

Second -beat Contracting: A firm's layoffs will depend on how it

does relative to the economy. When a firm does poorly but the

general economy remains stable, we should observe more layoffs

. than when the firm does poorly and the economy is also depressed.

Given risk-spreading considerations, departures from firms are

less precipitous than with the two alternative models.

Fallback wages are much more sensitive.to the general condition

of the economy than to the conditions of any one firm. A worker's

comparative advantage may remain constant if both bes employer and the

economy move down together. However, comparative dvantages gill surely

fall 'for workers at a firm that is doing worst than the gengral economy.

Workers may be willing to accept lower wages to remain employed when

everything is depreiSed since their fallback opportunities might then

be significantly fewer.
31

But when the general economy is healthy, a.worker

might prefer to switch firms if his employer is doing, relatively badly. (The

,same principle applies to shifting out of professions or industries.) This also

' suggests that it Might.be advantageous to work for a firm-whose business is counter-
. 4r-

cyclical--that is; does poorly when the economy does well., and vice versa.

Proposition I: Order of Unemployment and Reemployment

Spot Markets and Continent Claims Markets: There are-no layoffs,

even with heterogeneous firms. Departure from and return to a firm
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A

is a last-in-first-out (LIFO) process.

Second-best Contracting: Employment for an individual firm or for

the economy as a whole is essentially a LIFO process.

The workers with the rel#tively best alternative opportunities will

be the first ones chosen to be laid off. The workers who are laid off

last are the ones least equipped to handle the layoff, in the sense that

their comparative productivity is.ighest. Thus they will also be the

first ones to be rehired. Lazear (1980) relates a worker's elasticity

of labor supply to his second-best alternative use of time. He concludes:

"This suggests that the young workers (whose alternative may school)

are the first to be laid off in row season. As such, layoff by reverse-

seniority can be viewed as part of the efficient contract." To the extent

-ihat_this observatimY Ts valid, it might cause us to'rethinic some of our

conventional attitudes about where to direct training, retraining, and

employment policy.

Proposition J: [Interstitial) Uftemplorent

I
Spot Markets and Contingent Claims Markets: There are no gaps

between episodes of employment. Hence,-there are no gaps between

episodes of employment. Hence,, there is no interstitial bnempl

Second-best Contracting: Unemployment should rise when the general

economy is in a, State of flux since a larger number of workers will

find it appropriate to switch jobs and will have _t2 accept some expected

.4& a

Interstitial unemployment to make the switch.

tio

ti
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Unemployment depends on the variability of the economy and not
.

. /'
just on.Tts iibsolute level. As an economy shifts, many workeri' comparative

(,.
. a

advantages change and they. become able to improve'their prodUctivity
,

0

by switching jobs.
. .

- The problem of unemployment and reemployment caused by * period
Ow At

4

of ecdnol4ic transition is exacerbated by workers' loss of seniority

,
(i.e., promise of wage in 'access of. productivio) and retirement or

severance benefits when they change to more productive jpbs. 32 One

important benefit of policies that lead to a more stable economy would

be to reduce-those potentially high transition costs.

CONCEPTIONS 'OF INVOLUNTARY UNEMPLOYMEtIT

46

We are now 131 a position to discuss what we consider to'betsix T OP

.._ -
types of invo Lary unemployment. The first two cases are not true

market failures, aathough they- are often perceived 'a such.mipe Last

transactions costs and...,four are lethal failures that 'are due to

tations on c nttacting,possibilttles:

: Retro ective Disa ointderit

Oil

e entire economy goes down, so that even with perfect contingent

claims markets everyone
44

gets less. People may feel

involuntarily unemployed if, as in.the Great Depression, their. best wage

.

opportunities come from selling apples.
a .

4

The iplestio they ask themsely

) to/determine whether they are~ " involuntarilyinvoluntarily unemployed" is not whefher.%

I

a
.f
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they would work at the present g oing wage, but whether they would have

done so at the prevs going wage.33

Type II: Position Reversal

There is perfect labor contracting, but because there are changes

in comparative advantage over the business cycle and because the appro-
,

AO priate fallback opportunity for some individuals Is an activity that

9.

C-

is recorded as unemployment (e.g., own home repair), there is riability
,

in employment levels. With a heteroillaneous labor force, some employees

will be-dismissed while others remain working. The dismissed worker,

feeling that they 'have been treated differently from retained' workers,

*

are likely ti) consider their uneMployment involuntary. They may'make

the natural mistake of asking whether they would work at the wage now

being received by individuals formerly earning no more ey, not
N

recognizing that the changed state of the world has changed.their relative

'

earnings opportunities.
34

Cherished rank orderings may be reversed

(e.g., university professors may earn less than plumbers when bath

drains and facultyiositions fail to flow).. The less risk averse are
,

more likely to find themselves in lowered positions during poor times
,

p
(and may complain less, too).

Type III: Interstitial Unemployment.

.Firms 'are heterogeneous; therefore, efficiency requ/res that workers

switch' from firm to firm. Thus, despite otherwise perfect labor contracting

4

42

I
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there is some transitional unemployment' which 'would not exist if contingent

^claims markets wor.ked perfectly and withOutcost.

Type Underemployment'Due to Second-best Contractions

Severance pay guarantees best behavior by the firm. Moreover, to

tie themselAt to the firm in good times so as to provide risk spreadidg,

workers leave some "earnest money" with the employer. This surety bond,

which tay take the form of seniorityligmileges, nonportabretirement

benefits, or a wage stream rising faster than productivity, represents

.a second-best situation for the worker, because it imposes a high cost

on transition-between jabs.

Given this limitation, it will not be worthwhile for the worker !o

41

commit himself as:fully as he woulp with an optimal contract. Consider

a situation just sufficiently prosperous that the worker leaved although

oUld have stayed under optimal contAct. Although his departure will

a.higher wage, it is likely that he is moving to a position

where his value added is lower. Thus, there is a deadweight lops in

productivity. This strict market failure leads to involuntary under-

employment, though pthe worker may not recognize it as such, since he

is actually moving to a higher wage position. The worker'has paid forty

the deadweight loss through-lower wages while he was at the first firm.
O

$

Type V: Lump-Sum Severance Pay

/

-Theft is perfect labor contracting. .Severance pay is used to

spread risks and to.ensure that the-lirm does not try to viplate its

4-

-/
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. contractual obligations. But severance pay is made in a lump sum, as

opposed to a,period-by-peii6d stream of: compensation that continues

until the individual is again employed. at this old wage level. Such'

C

a lump-sum arrangement offers two advantages: The firm need not monitor

a dismis;ed'woike" activities, and a worker is not discouraged from

taking another job.

The lump -,sum approach also has disadvantages, both real and psycho-

logical. Thereal disadvantage is a s ,ipf risk spreading. The lump

sub' is a pray equal to an expeteil string of small losses representing
p ,.

the difference per,' period be 'prev, salary and salary after layoff.
0 .

\This arrangeMent puts the wicker at risk. lie wins in the lottery041 he is

beloistis old wage level for a shorter than e4ected period of time, and
V , _.

T ,,s

loses if it takes him longer to recover, kis
'.40

...,
.4 ily

. ,

The psichological
1
disadvantagellkises because the lump-sum payment

, AI

inco e.

e'
becomes a 'sunk gain as. soon as it.1.00peived. Workers -therefore are

r
unhappy about not, being employed.lat they old positions, for on a period-

by-period:hasis theirearnings.will be lower: Akers who prefer not

A * %

to rain at .their fallbsckipportunitikes may report themselves as

being involuntailyunemi4bYereven though their present 'employment

is what they contracted for and should have contracted for.

Tgpe VI: Layoffs Due to' Limitations on. Contracts

A.

There are only limited opportunities to contract using severance

pay, rising wages, and seniority priyileges.' For any of 'a variety. of

to

t

44
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reasons (minimum wage, fair play, union contracts, workers' desire to

defend age differentials), wages cannot "be cut. When times become

relatively bal,ethe firm just dismiskete workers, even though with

appropriate severance pay it would not.

When there is imperfect information.(or imperfect contract enforce-
. --, .

ment), agents realize that agreements will hold only if .they are both

ex-ante and ex post rational. Types IV, V, and VI of involuntary

unemployment arise'from the nature of second-best solution.

40 CONCLUSION

We have enriched the standard formulations of labor contracting

between employees-and employers by taking explicit account of hetero-

geneity of workeis and firms. Workers differ in their preferences and

in their productivities at different firms in different states of nature.

Firms diffei in the way they are,affected by the business cycle, and in

their ability
/
to make employment commitments to workers. Given this

-heterogeneity, particularly that among firms, efficiency requires that

workers switch among firms, as business, conditions change. Risk aversion

U
on the part of Workers, however, may require them to stay with firms

over protracted periods of time, or over a wide range of business conditions,

thereby providing a means to average their wages.

Unfortunately, there may be impediments to contraction the part of

both firms (the information on which they base employments andlayleffs

may not be objective and verifiable) and workers (they cannoteitind nture

f
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themselves). Apart from whatever other roles they may play, the well -

known labor market institutions. of severance pay, pension and retirement

benefits, and a lifetime income,curve that rises more swiftly than pro-
-

ductivity help to overcome limitations on contract. In particular, they

make fixed-wage labor contracts ex post rational. These institutional

arrangements are consistent with rational maximizing behavior in a world

where the ability to make and keep commitments is limited.

Qur formulation highlights the role of comparative advantage and

the possibilities for-and limitations on contracting in providing a

variety of explanations for (i.e., types of) involuntary employment. )

Some types are the product of market imperfectioss; others merely reflect

understandable worker attitudes: The next step is an empirical analysis

of our ten testable hypotheses, to gauge the relevance of odt-todel.

To the extent it'does explain real-world phenomena, the policy implica-

tions for such areas as stabilization policy, unemployment insurance,

manpower training programs, and pension policy will be significant.

4
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NOTES

ti

1
For an excellent survey of the implicit contract literature, see

Azariadis (1981) and Akerlof and Miyaiaki (1980). Among the more important

articles in the literature are those by Baily (1974), Azariadis (1975),

. Mortensen (1978), Grossman (1978) , Hall and Lilien (1979), Lazear (1979),

Cheri (1980), Grossman and Hart (19131)., Solow and Mebonald (forthcbming),

Bean,(1181), and Green (1980) .

2
See Solqw (1980) for a chrming distillation of- these explanations.

See also Varian (1976) and Malinvaud (1977).

3
If this extreme assumption were -relaxed, our results would change

quantitatively, but not qualitatively. Even if savings sere possible,

firms, which eonfront interest rates well above those paid on individual

savings accounts, should do considerable saying on behal,of workers.

Azariadis (1981) discusses this issue.

4
We

.

assume that the firm provides unemployment insurance. If it

is provided by t_ government, there must be accurate experience-rating

of firms; that is, they must be charged on the basis of their record.

Otherwise, there will be a severe moral hazard problem: firms will abuse

the system and lay off workers too readily.

5These institutions may promote wage rigidities in. other ways.' For

example, unions may, see themselves as representing their own long-term

members more than workers as a whole; if so, given seniority, they will

prefer employment cuts to wage cuts. The rules of the collective bargaining

game usually allow labor to set wages and firms to 'et eAoloyment'levels.

(:--

4

4
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The contracted wage may not shift much during a recession; it will not

shift at all f demand shrinks by the same amount.at every wage level

(Solow and Mc onald; forthcoming).

6
Depending upon one methodological preferences, it may not be

important for individuals to believe in.an implicit contract theory

provided thit they behave as if they did (Friedman, 1953). Because

there are many yheoretical,explanations of involuntary unemployment,

'it is important to develop'a series of empirically testable hypotheses

to gauge the strength,of each approach's predictive power.

The widely discussed labor practice, common in Japan, of lifetime

employment contracts without layoffs would be optiMal if the worker's

productivity in the poorest states were sufficient to offset his disutility

of work, and if across states of the world this productivity would always,

be highest at the same firm.

8
Workers have information about themselves that cannot be shared

with the firm without costs (e.g., transition costs, risk aversion, and

fallback opportunities). A variety of firms, each offering its own,

specialized contract, is a good substitute for each firm providing

individualized contracts. Workers - -at least early in their careers--

may choose between very cyclical employment offering high wages,, as in

'the autambbile industry, and jobs with lower wages and greater security,

as in civil service positions.

9
If this assumption were not satisfied, it would be quite reasonable,

for anindividual to wish to have a higher income attached to
r

situations where his value-added was lower. For example, ,the small -time
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air

building contractor who becomes a tennis pro when the construction

businessids slack might prefer to have his contractor's income coupled

-with his athletiy4loyment and vice versa: given--the greater free

time he Ms as a tennis professional. Because of the types of enforce-
.

ahility problems we shall be considering below, few employment contracts

offer an individual greater income as an accompaniment to greater leisure

or less onerous empfqmsipt.

10
In certain second-best situations, because of the absence of

perfect contracting capabilities, the worker might actually move from

one identical firm.to another over different states of the world. One

firm might hold him for very good states, another for medium, and another.

for bad.

11
Big firms may be able to switch workers from job to job or even

F

from division to division. Such switching allows for contracting over

a broader range of states, hence more risk spreading for the workers.

This provides an ecoikomy of scale'to the firm, and in particular offers

an advantage to diversification, as for example with a conglomerate.

Even if asset markets were perfect, so that stockholders were in effect

risk neutral, firms would have an inceitive to diversify to protect their

workers.

12
Public information, i.d., information' that both workers and firms

kno they can monitor in common, could sometimes prevent such deception.

example,'if an industry is doing well, a firm within it might have

a hard time convincing a worker that it was doing so poorly that he should

seek employment elsewhere.

4)
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The ited enforceability problem might,be ameliorated by having

a worker's wage ata firm vary depending on public information. Additional

risk due to wage variability would be accepted in trade for reduced risk

dtit"to limited contracting opportunities.

13
This problem has been effectively addressedby Grossman and Hart

(1981) in the context of a risk-averse firm. Worktrs demand a fixed wage

and lmt the firm choose how many workers to employ. The only way in which

workers can share some of the tisk is to permit their employment to be

correlated with the state of nature. Thus they receive too sigh a wage

when they are employed and too low a wage when they are unemployed.

14
See Azariadis (1976), Bean (1981), and Barro (1977.) for a greater

discussion on this point of ex post ra.tional.contracts and moral hazard.

It is sometimes alleged that firm reputstioffs can alleviate the moral

hazard problem: Workers can observe the experience of nuperous others

-411k
who have preceded them in employment. The reputation effect would partly

explain why large'firma have a smaller proportion of layoffs than small

firms.

15
Pratt and Zeckhauser (1981) show that despite asymmetric information,

it will generably be possible to induce agents to report information

-honestly and/or take appropriate actions so as to produce a first -best

outcome if (a) there is a transferable medium of exchange, (b) agent i's

private information does not directly enter agent j's utility function,

4

ents are risk-neutral.

E.;

ea 7
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r

Requirement (a) is satisfied by the availability of severance pays

Requirement (b) is met since no firm's wellbeing is andb,#rgument of any

worker's utility function. Requirement (c) is met for firms, who can

thus be induced to inform and act-appropriately, but it is not met for

ti

workers. Interestingly, this turns out not to be a problem. Optimal". 4

severance pay will eliminate all-risk for workers, sorisk aversion induces

no losses.

/Risk aversion could defeat a first-best, fully cooperative outcome--

as we shall soon see--if workers must coMmit themselves not to leave a

firm in some circumstances where they could earn more elsewhere. Even

then, if transfers could be made on the basis of public Information, i.e.,

what the worker and firm both know, a first-best full risk-ipreading outcome

is achievable.

16
This result no longer holds if the worker's marginal utility of

income depends upon his employer or the state of the economy as it will

not be optimal to equalize his income across states. (See footnote 9.)

In multiperiod models, paying severance pay in a lump sum leaves

residual risk,,because thO worker's time until he is recalled is uncertain,

as is-44s loss of wages.

17
See Medoff and Abraham (1981) who conclude: _ "The new evidence

presented, in this study strongly supports the claim that seniority inde-

pendent of productivity plays a major role in the compensation and ter-

mination decisions affecting all employee groups in most U.S. workplaces.",

Ioannides and Pissaiides (1980) show.that a monopsonist can stop other

firms from stealing its employees by instittOing a rising wage-path.
D

Workers who have a Vested interest with a firm are less likely to be

lured away by competitors. A worker who banks a-stockpile of "savings"
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4,
with a firm--i.e., accumulated differences to date between productivity

and wages--takes the risk of being fired. This suggests t t earnings

gradients will be steepest at
4
firms that establish reput t ons as secure

employers.

18
Efficiency requires this departure if value added is sufficiently

!

higher. Even in'one profession that permits indentured servitude, the

1
military, financial penalties allow for some shifting of resources'. The

Air Force, for example, allows its pilots to leave if they pay a training

cost reimbursement.

1.9
See Appendix 1 for a dl.scussion of a two-period model of worker

commitment. We shall not. discuss here other advantages that may flow

from 'worker commitment. For example, it may lead the firm to paovide

him with more training in skills that are transferable and may make the

firm more willing to trust him with confidential information.

20
Arnott, Hosios,.and Stiglitz (1980).discuss the tension between

labor mobility 4nd employment fasurance when wages are no longer a

perfect signal'-ef relative productivity because of the reduced variability

embodied in the implicit contract.

21The value of these benefits would reflect on an actuariailbasis
A

the likelihood of leaving. An individual who had set aside $1,000 with

a one-half chance of leaving would receive $2,000 in' benefits should he

remain. Such an actuarial adjustment would be essential if optimal con-

tracting'would require the worker to leave in some states of the world

when his comparative advantage elsewhere was sufficiently_hilkh.
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The.example of professional baseball is instructive. The field

is extremely risky, yet players db not find it optimal to put aside a -

sufficient ety bond to keep them attached to their team and thereby

help smooth earnings, and they recently pushed hard (and successfully)

to eliminate legal ties due to the reserve clause: (This also, had the

advantage of enabling them to break a contract under which they had

received substantial advance money, a ploy based upon the folly of our

legal system and unrelated to the theory of involuntary unemployment.)

Aside from the disincentive effects on insuring earnings, the explanation r

for the absence of tying would seem to be that a player's relative contri-

bution
\\

to different teams is likely to change rapidly. Reallocation of

a player across teams is important. 'The neyiesult is that professional

teams have to pay their high performance players extraordinary salaries

in their top years to keep them from being bid away. Contracts tend to

offer small severance pay, large salaries in good years, and limited

incentives to stick with the firm after the required six-year period.
I

23
Heterogeneity in.quit rates could also explaiq this phenomenon.

Even if all workers had constant drop-out and drop-in rates across time,

lOng-term as opposed to short-term participants in the labor force would

be disproportionately individuals with loWli-4-out rates. (Spilerman,

1972 develops a mover-stayer labor force participation model with hetero-

geneous probabilities.)

24
S nionized firms pay more than nonunionized ones, their workdrs

are less kely to leave. Other unionized employment is unlikely to be

low
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available, bec4se the higher wages will create a queue. As David Ellwood

pointed out to us, since unionized workers are less tempted to look^eise-

where,they will have less need for a steep earnings gradient. This pro-

vides one counterbalance to the incentive foi long-term union workers to

exploit younger workers by negotiating a steep age-earnings profile.

25
An intriguing complementary explanation is that *ages starting

below and rising above value added nay in effect represent workers' invest-

ment of their "sav4s" with their employer. Because of tax distortions

4.
and economies of scale in investment, firms will have better investment

opportunities than do workers.

26
Ordering employment..,assignMents at firms over states by the critical

ratio method, that is, by comparative advantage W11tW12, assures the worker

that he reaches a constrained optimum of the two (n) expected total wages

at the two (n) firms (Weinstein and Zeckhauser, 1973). With a constant

fallback wage, though not in general, this will correspond with ranking

ft

by absolute advantage, Wu. - W.

With risk aversion, it may not be optimal to reach a constrained

optimum of expected total iftges. The utility-maximizing allocation of

work effort may be strictly inferior to another that offers a higher

expectation of earnings at all firms. She two factors that constitute

the expectation--probability of being at the Ultra and wage--matter,

not merely their product.

27
There is also reason to believe that high-paying jobs go to

workers with.specialized skills that are inelasticallr supplied (106en,

1981) .
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.
'.,, 'Some unStrsities have both tenured and norf

28

-tenured full.professor-(4 *

, I.

1..cghlpS. Our hypothesis would be that. the more versatile new appointees. -1" c

a.

.

would bpt for tWe higher Pay and lower security of the nontenured prpfessor-
. -',

.ship
%--
s. Versatility/probably, but not necessarily,sorre ates with absolute

capability.

29
0 This result is modi if we introduce the mathematical trick of

probabilistic contlaacting:.Th state 1, Holly woullscontract to be with

r Firm A X perCent of the time and with Firm,e'(1-X) Percent of xhe time.

In sta 24olly would work for Firm A Y percent of the time and would
4..k

'spend the other (1-Y)..percentof her time with Firm O.: Optimal portfolio
vir

theoi4Osuggeses that an individual will always 4rchase" some pogitivee
'amount.of empAleymempt with the firm at witch he has the highest productivity

in each state. Probabilistis.-contracting is theoretically appealing but

IArlittle practical importance.
.

it

, .30
-.--,Su/h a well-ordered shuffle would reflect a considerable degree

of regularity in 6.mployment opportunities;. Regularity might be observed,

for example,' if firms varied in their amounts of capital pet worker, so

that the highest-quality workers were hired by the most capital-intensive

firms, and i change in market .conditions just shifted the total number

of workers (adjusted for quality) a firm would wish-to hire. If there

.wste
A

nol 106h-regularity, worker quality woul4.be ambiguous, and although

worker A might earn more than B in good times, in bad times the ordering

wilght be reversed.

31Progosition likAik limiting property taxes in Massachusetts,
/'

interestin4 application. Conditions for ail putrIc servants

S.
40
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(4i

were dramaticallrilduced at one time. It was therefore not surprising

that in a number of communities worker accepted reductions in wages in

preference to reductions in the number employed.

32Workers
will 'ket paid moriL initially if they ere, likely to forfeit

benefits in this way. The efficiency loss derives from the creation of

ijrisk and the destruction of arrangements that tie workers to firms, the

. so-called "Golden Handcuffs" ([London)....LSInIttalmes, 1981).

is.
33
Observable declines in physical productivity may be viewed differently

from declines in aggregate demand. Farmers Inc agricultural nation'that

is hit by a drought, although forced to tuna tosalternative lower-paying

,

employment dr struggle by withetheir traditional crOps, may not feel

themselves to be involuntarily unemployed.

34
Their perceptions may be sore gloomy still if they now switch

to a firm where their perioci'wage is lower becausp Wey are then at the

top of their earning opportunities yith that firm. Consider an individual

who is worth 0 at firm A during very good times, $7 at firm A during

good times, $5 at firm B during mode ?ate times, and $3 at firm B during,

bad times. With implicit contracts, assumin10 g the four states are equally

likely, he will receive $8.at firm A and ,$4 at firm B. The drop from

gd9d'to moderate times--though his productivity is down by less than 30

percent (from 7 to 5)--cuts his wage in halie

Sealthe example in Appendix 1, where a worker Switches to a job

where he is more productive, ye, receives a loler wage.
-
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APPENDIX 1: THE OPTIMALMOICE OF EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT

This appendix further illustrates the agent's o 1 choice of

an employment contract. Holmstrom's (1981) elegant example with a

single firm is followed by the solution to the more difficult problem

when there are.two firms. For simplicity, firms are assumed able to

engage in perfect contracting, but workers must 'proVide earnest money

that formls`the basis of their ,insurance contract..

The states of nature,'s, are ordered by the size.of output. In

State s, the value of a worker's production_at each of the many identical,

firms is W
ij

(s) = s. In the simple example of a two-period model, a

worker is only able to-obtain insurance in the second period. This

follows from the fact that were a firm to guarantee a salary of y,

no worker would ever go to that firm'if s were greater than y. No firm

can afford to pay any positive y only to workers 4ho are woi4h less than

y S.

In the first period a worker is offered a salary equal to the value

of his output, si. He then has the option of leaving a certain'amount

of his salary, z, with the firm to provide the funding for an insurance

contract. In the second period, the firm must still pay the worker at

least the value of his output. The insurance money, z, ,is paid baciCto

the worker on an actuarially fair basis to boost his earning in bad states

of nature.
1

In any state in the second period in which-the worker would earn

less titan in the first, the worker would like to transfer income ,from
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the rsafi
the Second period where he has a higher marginal utility

4 of income. He will.4ntinue providing funds for second-Nriod consumption

until there are no states in which he woufd be consuming less in the

second period than in t e first. See Figure A.1.
lb ,

There is no me sm for averaging income in the states in which

the worker is worth moth thansi - z, and thus in those states he earns

the value of his'output, S2. The amount of Insurance demanded is a mono-

tonically increasing function of the first period salary (az/as, > 0).

.
Provided U" r 0, these arguments do not depend on theextent to which the

anent )a risk averse.
41.

When there ismore than onefirm, a worker must make a tradeoff

-between production efficiency ,end insurance. ,This point is illustrated:

e
by referende to the two production possibilities, Wills) and W (b),

12

depicted in Figure A.2,

The i!prker,is initiallemployed.by firm Ape and is offered his

competitive value,liii(si). If his first-period earnings are small,

then he will.not seek very.much insurance and the story is essentially

as before; see Figure A.3. 'Firm 1 will average his salary in second

period until he is worth more "than si-7 z,
.

Fzom then oh he will just

N

be paid 'the value of his product. He will' switch to 'firm '2 hen his
,

.
.

put-tliere is greater (s > X). The optiial C(s2) is denoted by the,

111.6 line.
at

When the worker earns a sufficient salary in the first period to ,

seek insurance with the first firm past the efficpnt switching point,

5d

Alb

s

L.
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First period consumption

Second Period ,consumption C(s )

s
2

Figure A.1

5r;

Si

4..

< Si - z
2

s2 >c..s1 - z
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X, the story is more complicated; see Figure A.4. The optimal C(s
2
)

is'denoted by the heavy line; on it X* represents'the state up to which

it is better to work at,firm 1 than firm 2 in..period 2.

Just as in the single-firm story, as long as the worker stays with

the .first firm, he will alwaysiseama salary of at least si z. This

follows from the fact that in order for the worker to be. kept at firm 1

in states he must be paid at least max [Wil(s, Wi2(s)). If this salary

is less thdh his firdt'period income, then it is desirable to transfer

income into the second period on an actuarially fair basis.

There is, of course, a difficulty with transferring income inter
/

the second period past X. To o 6his, a worker must sacrifice potential

output of Wi2(s).- Wil(s). Atathe optimum switching point, this loss

in efficiency will be exactly ,balanced by the gain from income'ayeraging,

since the marginal utility is higher in the second period. The first-

order conditions determining the optimal z to transfer -into the second

period, and, the optimal switching point X* are giverby

i) U(s
1

- z) - U(W
i2

(X )) = I.1! (s
1
- z)[(si - z) - W

il
(X

*
)) " and

X

II) fo [si z - Wil(s))p(s)ds = z.

*
It is clear that,a worker'when switching from firm 1 to firm 2 at X

will'feel injured, perhaps even involuitarily unemployed; he is being

forced to accept a pay cut even though he 1s transferring to a job where

a

his labor is more productive.
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APPENDIX 2: CONTINUOUS BLOCKS OF APLOYMENT

A worker employed-at firm 1 chooses a:minimum value added, s,r,at

.

which-to switch to firm 2. Once with firm 2, he must al'so decide upon

a IgOstimum value below which hg should switch back to firm 1. This exit

state, x(s), will depend on his value when he entered firm,2. Let (2,$)

denote working for firm 2 having entered state s.

1

Define /

P
1

as steady-state frequency of employment with firm 1,

P
2
(s) as density function for steady -state frequency of employment

with firm 2 having entered instate s, and-

Firm

s/20 1/20

,

x(s)/20 1-x(s)/20

-C(s) as salary at firm 2 with entry at,s.

Then

C(s) = X(s)'
s + [I 7

X(S)
1 [

20 + x(s)
20 I( 20 2

i,

l

P2(s) = pi/x(s), and

20

P1[1 + I 1/x(w) = 1.
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The worker's average utility (no discounting) is based on the steady-state

freqUencies from the Markbv process described above. The worker choOsess,

and an-x(s) schedule to maximize

20

EU is p
1
U(12) + I

s
P 2( w) U(C(w)]dw.

The irst-order conditions satisfy :'

x(s): IEU - U(C(s)1,+ x(s)U'[(C(s)][i - x]/20 = 0,

s: EU - U[C(s)] = 0.

Combining (2.1) and (2.2), we see that at lowest entry level, s, the

exit level is the same as the entry point, x(s) =.s.
*la

Further-differentiation of (2.1) with respect to s shows that for any

risk-averse utility function [irk< 0],

/ x(as%'X(S)]Ir'IC(s)1
0.x'(s) =

)j
20111'[C(s)] - li'[C(s)][s - x(s)J2`

<

Thus the range of employment states is greater when the worker enters in

a rel"atiVely prosperous period. Intuitively, the'greater the surplus, s,

to be distributed, the higher is the salary while with the, firm and the

broader,is the range'of states over which the surplus is spread.

I
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